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ABSTRACT 
Let S denote a finite set of cardinal n. The discrete topology on S contains 2~ open 
sets; the indiscrete topology contains 2 open sets. A partial answer is given to the 
question: For which intermediate integers m is there a topology on S with cardinal m ? 
It is shown that no topology, other than the discrete, has cardinal greater than ~ 2 ~. 
Other bounds are derived on the cardinality of connected, non-T0, connected and 
non-T0, and non-connected topologies. Proofs involve results in the theory of transitive 
digraphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S -~  {s  1 , s 2 , . . . ,  sn} be a given finite set and let J -  be a topology 




Then the n • n matrix 
T : (tit) 
describes the topology J - ;  the i-th row of T is the characteristic function 
for the J--closure of (s~}, and the j-th column of T is the characteristic 
function for the minimal open set B~ E 3- containing sj. The family of 
distinct Bj,  together with the empty set ~, is called the minimal basis for 
the topology 3-. It has been observed [1, 3, 4] that T corresponds to a 
topology on S iff T is reflexive and transitive. In [1] it is shown that there 
is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the topologies on n points and 
the transitive digraphs, called transgraphs, with n vertices. There, the 
number of different topologies has been calculated for n ~< 7. In [4] 
the number of homeomorphism classes (homeomorphically different 
topologies) has been counted for n ~< 5. 
* This work was completed during the author's tenure as a National Science Founda- 
tion Science Faculty Fellow. 
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The problem considered in this paper is: Being given a topology 3" on S, 
what is its cardinality ? If J -  is discrete, then l J - t  = 2 n, and, if 3- is 
indiscrete, then l Y - I=  2. No algorithm for answering the general 
question is found. The answers are known for the cases n = 2, 3, and 4, 
in which simple counting is not prohibitive. For example, when n is 2, 
[1 ~] 
1 :13-1--3, 
[11 11] :lJ-I =2. 
The main theorems in this paper will establish certain bounds on 13- I. 
These theorems were proved originally by purely topologic argument. 
The author is indebted to the referee for pointing out that certain results 
in graph theory can be applied to abbreviate the proofs, which serves to 
emphasize the interrelation between finite topology and graph theory. 
2. EXAMPLE 
A device adaptable for small n 
in this section. Let the matrix 
I I  ~  0 i ]  T= 0 1 
0 0 
describe a topology ~3- on S = {sl 
matrix 
i 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
to machine computation is illustrated 
, s2, s3, sa}. Let P denote the 4 • 2 9 
ill~ 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 , 
in which columns represent aU possible characteristic functions on S. 
Then, in the matrix (matrix arithmetic is Boolean) 
TP= ! 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1-] 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
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each column is the characteristic function for a member  of the topology 3-. 
In this case, 
~Y" = {r S, {s~}, {s3}, {s,}, {s~, s3}, {s2, s4}, {s3, s4}, {s2, s3, s,}}, and I J -  I = 9. 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
For each st ,  the set of points adjacent o s t , denoted by Q(s~) in [1], 
is the set we have called Bt in the first section. 
THEOREM 1. l f  n ~ 2, there & no topology J -  such that 
~2" < [3"  l <2  ". 
PROOF: I f  the topology is not discrete, then there is at least one line, 
say sisj, in the transgraph D(Y)  corresponding to J - .  Then Q(&) C Q(sj), 
and the open sets containing both Q(s~) and Q(sj) do not differ f rom those 
containing only Q(st). Hence the max imum number of open sets is 
2 n __ 2~-2 _____ ~2 ~. 
Topologies exist showing that this result is the best possible; see Section 1 
for example. 
I f  we limit attention to connected topologies, then Theorem 1 can be 
sharpened somewhat. The topology J -  is connected [4] iff the corresponding 
transgraph D(~--) is weak (weakly connected) [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Among the connected topologies ~- on S, 
I 9"- I ~< 2n-t + 1. 
PROOF: I f  D(~-') is weak, then there is a semipath [2] joining sl to s2, 
s2 to s3, and so on. The minimum such semipath consists of the set S 
together with n -  1 lines, one f rom each pair sis2 or s2sl, s2s3 or 
s3s2 ..... S,_xS, or s,~s,~_l 9 As in the proof  of Theorem 1, we need not count 
open sets described as follows: 
the 2 '~-~ unions of basis sets including both Q(Sl) and Q(s~), 
the 2 "-8 unions of basis sets including both Q(s~) and Q(s3) but not Q(sO, 
the 2 0 unions of basis sets including both Q(s,-O and Q(s,) but none 
of the others. 
Hence, the number  of  open sets is at most 
2" - -  (2 "-z + 2 "-8 + -.. -k- 2 -k- 1) = 2" - -  (2 "-1 - -  1) = 2 "-1 + 1. 
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Again, topologies exist showing that this bound is the best possible; 
see Section 2 for example. 
If T----- (t~.) is the matrix corresponding to a topology J,, a necessary 
and sufficient condition that J -  be T o [4] is: 
for all i :/= j, if ti~ = 1 then tji = 0. 
It is proved in [1] that ~ is T o iff the corresponding transgraph D(J-) 
is acyclic. The following lemma may also be obtained as a corollary to 
Theorem 7 in reference [4]. 
LEMMA. The topology ~q- is To iff the cardinal of the minimal basis 
i sn+ l. 
PROOF: The transgraph D(J-) contains a cycle s:~, s: i  iff Q(sO = Q(s:). 
The examples howing that Theorems 1 and 2 give best possible results 
are, in fact, To topologies. To improve the results further, therefore, we 
need to restrict attention to non-To topologies. 
If 5 r" fails to be T o , then its minimal basis contains at most n -- 1 
non-empty sets, and I 3" I ~< 2'~-1. Again, simple examples how that this 
bound is the best possible, but it can be improved if we consider connected, 
non-To topologies. 
THEOREM 3. Among the connected but non-T o topologies on S, 
PROOF: Without loss of generality, we may assume that Q(s,_O = Q(s,)~ 
Thus [ Y I is the cardinality of the relative topology on {sl, s2 .... , s,--1}. 
But the relative topology is connected, therefore by Theorem 2, 
The following modification of the topology illustrated in Section 2 
shows that this inequality is the best possible. If 00 10 
T= 0 1 
0 i 
then 13-1 = 5. 
4. REMARK 
If the topologic space (S, 3-) is not connected, then S can be partitioned 
into components S~, St~ ..... So, each of which is connected in its relative 
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topology ~,  ~ ..... ~0,  respectively. Now any open set in Y is a subset 
of S, hence can be partitioned into a union of sets, one from each of 
~ ,  ~ ..... ~0, Therefore, 
I J - I=t~t - I~ l  . . . . .  1~01, 
and it follows from Theorems 1and 2 that, i fp is  a prime number such that 
2 n - l+  1 <p~ ~-2 n, 
then there is no topology 3- for which 
lY-I =P .  
A number of "existence" questions are suggested here, which the 
author has not yet investigated. For example, given any prime number 
p ~< 2 "-1 + 1, is there a topology ~Y- (on n points) such that 
lY ' I  -----P? 
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